Mersen PSC Square Body
Fuses ship in just 10 days!
Mersen’s high-performance Protection Semiconductor (PSC)
technology square body fuses are truly built with speed in mind from
protection to delivery. Mersen PSC semiconductor fuses deliver the
ultimate in protection for your power conversion equipment.
Mersen’s speed is not only in the performance, but also in the speed
it takes to deliver the semiconductor protection you need. We’ve
increased our production capacity by adding new production lines in
our Newburyport, USA and Juarez, Mexico facilities. Our PSC fuses
are made to order within ten business days* and direct ship from our
production plant to your facility.
What does this mean for you? Over 550 PSC square body fuses in
eight different body sizes (Sizes 30, 31, 32, 33, 70, 71, 72, & 73) will be
available to ship within two weeks*. With Mersen, you’re guaranteed:

Call to place your order today!
US 978-462-6662
Canada 416-252-9371
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Over 550 PSC fuses in eight different body sizes
will be available to ship within two weeks.
Sizes 30, 31, 32, 33, 70, 71, 72, and 73
* Some exceptions apply

Turn to Mersen for customized electrical
protection solutions for power electronics
Combine Mersen square body semiconductor fuses with Mersen’s thermal protection and laminated
bus bar offerings for an optimized system solution to support your power electronics designs. As a
design partner with extensive application and product expertise, Mersen is able to maximize system
performance, lower total costs, and reduce time to market. Our dedicated power electronics team is
available to customize a solution for you.
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Call to place
your order today!
US 978-462-6662		
Canada 416-252-9371

For Power Electronics
solution inquiries, contact:
pesupport.nby@mersen.com
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